Project Logistics

Energy Logistics
Optimise your energy operations and
build sustainable supply chains for
your projects with the highest Health,
Safety & Environment standards.

Energy Logistics
Are you looking for a partner to design, implement
and operate efficient supply chains for every
logistical challenge in the energy sector?
Focusing on supply chain levers
The Kuehne+Nagel Project Logistics team will help
you to transport your materials safely, on time and
within budget – including construction, exploration,
production and primary processing. You will benefit
from our vast experience across a wide range
of sectors, including upstream, downstream,
power generation, chemicals and petrochemicals,
to develop and deliver a broad range of flexible,
specialised end-to-end supply chain solutions.
Our in-house experts, alongside our global partners,

design supply chain solutions that provide you with
a competitive edge. These solutions range from
managing the efficient flow of materials, personnel
and resources to and from offshore platforms,
construction or drilling sites as well as floating
production or storage and offloading vessels
(FPSOs). We are specialised in the sustainable
sourcing of supplies from all over the world.
The Kuehne+Nagel Project Logistics teams are
experts in managing international and local vendors
and streamlining the inbound flow of materials for
construction projects.

Health, Safety and Environment policy
At Kuehne+Nagel, we provide the highest standards of Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) management
at all times. We minimise accidents or workplace-related illnesses by implementing HSE management and
quality assurance at all levels and through mandatory training. This applies not only to our employees, but
also to everyone working on our premises, our business partners, customers, and the environments in which
we operate. Using our web-based HSE tool enables immediate actions and clear insight into operations from
an HSE perspective. Our standards are compliant with the common global certifications: ISO 9001 (Quality),
ISO 14001 (Environment) and ISO 45001 (Safety & Health). All our employees and customers have access to
our HSE tool and can report incidents, unsafe conditions, as well as positive observations.

Take advantage of our services:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Sustainable transport solutions and visibility on
CO2 emissions
Capital project structure: In-house engineering,
chartering and project management
Operational excellence centres for energy
customers
Trade compliance consultancy, shipment value
protection, customs brokerage
Warehouse and order fulfilment and respective
visibility tools
Transport and distribution
Integrated supply chains
Predictive analytics
Automation design capabilities of critical
and basic processes
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Industry focus:
■
■
■
■
■

Energy producers
Drilling contractors
Oilfield service companies
Subsea companies
Petrochemical companies

Reducing CO2 emissions
in project logistics
Today, the logistics industry contributes to about
8% of global CO2 emissions. Project logistics often
requires a combination of different transport
solutions, which can further increase the carbon
footprint of a project. With the launch of the Net
Zero Carbon programme, Kuehne+Nagel has
committed to reducing CO2 contribution and
offering customised, environmentally friendly and
sustainable supply chain solutions to our
customers. Leveraging our digital platforms,
Kuehne+Nagel can work with you to optimise your
choice of transport routes and means, to build
sustainable supply chains.

Ensuring efficiency,
consistency and visibility
Inefficiencies at a site can result
in the potential loss of millions of
dollars per day. To help you manage
and overcome your daily challenges
in energy operations, we ensure that
equipment and other necessary
materials arrive at the construction
site in the right quantity, in the right
order and at exactly the right time.
With Kuehne+Nagel, you receive full
visibility of every part of your supply
chain at any time.
An integrated global supply chain
means more potential growth and
value creation, so maintaining
visibility at all times is critical.
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Project Logistics
Your benefits:
■
■
■
■
■
■

End-to-end supply chain designs with their
associated commercial models
Customised solutions based on goal asset
supply
In-house project handling including engineering
and chartering department
Long term visions for the supply chain
In-house customer application development
and design
Highest standards in HSE (Health, Safety and
Environment)

Kuehne+Nagel Project Logistics at a glance

Global Network
60+ countries, connected
by our network

Industry Expertise
Over 950 experts ready
to support you

Technology Leader
Leading technology and
customised IT solutions

→ Get in touch today
Saida Sawyer
Global Head of Energy Logistics
Kühne + Nagel (AG & Co.) KG
Großer Grasbrook 11 – 13
20457 Hamburg, Germany
Telephone +49 (40) 30333 – 0
www.kuehne-nagel.com
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Kuehne+Nagel Project Logistics provides
services for unique cargo projects that require
special handling, chartering of vessels or heavy-lift
services by sea, air, road or rail with focus on
customers from energy logistics, industrial projects
and marine logistics globally.

www.kuehne-nagel.com

About us

